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Modify test cycle
Modify cfg files. Run msfsLegacyImporter. [DevMode], Open Project … loads the modified airplane
model. Test.
Retro-compatibility / Legacy
file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/03-Content_Configuration/SimObjects/00-Aircraft/
Aircraft_Configuration/index.html
In previous versions of Microsoft Flight Simulator an aircraft was defined by a single Aircraft
Configuration File aircraft.cfg and an optional .air file containing some flight model
parameters.
Aircraft configuration files have been upgraded so that all the parameters that were only
modifyable by a .air file can now be set in new specialized configuration files directly
(flight_model.cfg, systems.cfg, etc..). All tables (alpha and mach tables, engine tables) can now be
modified in the flight_model.cfg directly, along with all aerodynamics inputs (lift, drag,
moment coefficients from various sources).
With this, .air files are now obsolete in Microsoft Flight Simulator. New aircraft are configured
using the configuration files only.
In addition, some legacy parameters have now become obsolete, e.g. many parameters of
the [AERODYNAMICS] section. Most legacy parameters for engines and contact points remain
relevant.
[Note: DevMod Tools, Aircraft Editor, Debug, Legacy shows the obsolete legacy parameters.]

Step 10: Legacy field definitions
file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/01-Getting_Started/Tutorials/02-Flight_model_definition/
index.html#step-10-legacy-field-definitions
The new surface based aerodynamics simulation does not require many of the performance
tables and fields that used to be defined with the legacy simulation. This is because most of
the effects are caused by the more accurate simulation.
However, many systems in the simulator are relying on estimations of moments or forces,
even if they are not used by the actual flight model anymore. Example: The autopilot, in order
to estimate the amount of elevator requires, will need the Cmde value, ie, the amount of pitch
moment caused by the elevator.
In the lecacy simulator, they were defined by the user to make the plane fly, so they were by
definition available.
In the new flight model, there physical quantities still exist, but they are now dependent on the
geometry and definitions made in the previous steps.

So that the legacy simulation mode and systems like the autopilot can still function optimally, we
have created another virtual windtunnel system, that puts our new flight model into the wind
tunnel and measures all the quantities that are key for the legacy flight model to function. This
way the legacy simulator will still be available, and system like the autopilot will still function
optimally.
In order to display the results of this virtual windtunnel process, you need to activate the legacy
aircraft debug window:
• active DebugAircraftLegacy [Tools, Aircraft Editor, Debug, Legacy]

On this screen, you will see on the right column the values that are currently defined in the
[AERODYNAMICS] section of the flight_model.cfg file. And for each line, on the left column,
you will see the value as it has been measured during the wind tunnel process.
This step consists in entering the values of the left column in the fligth_model.cfg file, for
each field as named in the right column. After this process, the right column must feature the same
values than the left column.
At the bottom, there are the two only significant performance table that we recommend
updating [lift_coef_aoa_table, pitch_moment_aoa_table], again with the values measured in the
wind tunnel and the values found in the flight_model.cfg file. Both tables need to be identical at the
end of this process. >Example:
In our case, the lift_coef_pitch_rate value defined in the flight_model.cfg file is -8.817. The
value measured in the wind tunnel is -7.380. So the value in the file needs to be set to -7.380:
lift_coef_pitch_rate = -7.380 ; The change in lift per change in pitch rate

NOTE: The values measured in the wind tunnel are extremely sensitive to flight model change.
Any change in the process above may completely change all values that need to be defined in this

step. This is why we recommend making this step at the end. Now a small change will not
completely change the legacy flight model or break systems like the autopilot. So the complete
legacy update does not need to be performed for every change and adjustment. But we
recommend repeating this final step at the end, after the flight model is adjusted.

Workaround for missing propeller drag,
please!
Workaround for missing propeller drag, please! - Self-Service / Wishlist - Microsoft Flight Simulator
Forums
MSFS 2020 does not simulate propeller drag. There are many forum posts about this missing
feature. I propose using the existing drag possibilities as workaround for the missing propeller
drag. Maybe we never get a propeller drag parameter, but we can have more realistic flight
models!
The following is my cookbook recipe about “how to make the propeller drag workaround”. You find
many Asobo airplanes flight model mods on MSFS 2020 sailplane 10
This flight model mod changes only a minimum set of parameters to apply the “workaround for
missing propeller drag” to the Asobo TBM930 flight model. I copy the parameter files aircraft.cfg,
engines.cfg, flight_model.cfg, systems.cfg and some more files from the Official folder to the
Community folder.
What is propeller drag? If you set full thrust, you have first a mismatch between how fast the air
around the airplane moves and how fast the propeller wants to move this air. You get acceleration
until this mismatch is resolved. If you set thrust to idle, you have another mismatch. The air moves
faster then the propeller wants to move the air. This results in a deceleration that we call “propeller
drag”. MSFS 2020 simulates the acceleration, but not the deceleration. The workaround increases
available drag in the flight model. The available drag is induced drag, parasitic drag, gears drag
and flaps drag.
To land the TBM930 with the workaround you first reduce thrust to idle. The parasitic drag reduces
the airspeed. Below maximum landing gear extended speed Vle you bring gear out. This adds gear
drag and reduces the airspeed even faster. Below maximum flap extended speed Vfe you use
flaps, add even more drag. If necessary you can increase thrust now to get the airspeed you need.
With the workaround you can “flare” the airplane to the touch-down.
The induced drag parameters are induced_drag_scalar and flap_induced_drag_scalar. The MSFS
SDK documentation version 0.10.0.0 tells: “a value between 1.2 and 1.5 is usually fine. If this value
is above 1.5, the plane will generate a lot of drag at slow speed. If the value is closer to 1, it will
glide very easily at slow speeds”. I choose 1.5 for the fast TBM930 and 1.2 for the slow C152.
The parasitic drag parameters are drag_coef_zero_lift and parasite_drag_scalar. I set
parasite_drag_scalar to 1 and only adjust drag_coef_zero_lift. The airplane “idle thrust
deceleration” is controlled by the maximum lift-drag ratio (L/D)max. The “1000 surfaces” airplane
3D model connects the zero-lift drag coefficient CD,0 to (L/D)max. That is you set a CD,0, use the
MSFS 2020 build in DevMod tool Aircraft Editor, Debug, SimPolar VhVs to measure the (L/D)max
and repeat the steps as needed.
You can ask the manufacturer for the (L/D)max value of the airplane. Very small propeller airplane
like Cessna 152 have a (L/D)max of a little below 10. The Cessna 172 has a value of 11.6 and
faster, more expensive airplanes have 13, the A320neo has 16.3. I assume that the TBM930 has a
(L/D)max value of 14.
As explained above the workaround increases available drag to compensate for the missing
propeller drag. Therefore I set for the fast TBM930 the “workaround (L/D)max” to 80% of the real
world (L/D)max or 11.2. For the slow C152 I set the “workaround (L/D)max” to 90%.
Gears drag is simulated in parameter drag_coef_gear. The TBM930 has 4 different gears and flaps
settings. Normal without gears or flaps, gears out, gears out with flaps position 1 and landing, that
is gears out and flaps position 2. I select gears drag and flaps drag that I get a equal spaced

increase in drag as I go through the different gears and flaps settings. Again I set values, test the
values in flight, adjust and test again. For the test I set the airplane to maximum airspeed level
flight at sea level and use the “active pause”. In active pause I change gears and flaps settings and
note the airspeeds.
Flaps drag is set in many parameters. First there is lift_scalar, drag_scalar and pitch_scalar. For
this minimum change flight model mod I keep the Asobo numbers. I adjust drag_coef_flaps to get
the intended behavior.
The values for the flaps-position.X parameter are tricky. My cookbook recipe is: Set the third
parameter for flaps position 0 to 0 and set the third parameter for the other flaps positions to 1. The
third parameter is a flaps drag multiplier. The flaps drag depends on this multipler and on the flaps
angle. You don’t need to play with the drag multiplier parameter.
I adjust gears drag and flaps drag until airspeed for the fast TBM930 in landing configuration is
50% of airspeed in normal configuration. For a slow airplane like C152 I adjust to 60% airspeed.
After you have changed drag, you have to adjust thrust, fuel consumption and brake power to get
again the intended cruise speed. My definition of parameter cruise_speed is: the maximum sea
level level flight airspeed in still air. I set TBM930 cruise_speed to 266. The necessary
thrust_scalar is 2.47. Because of more thrust I increase the parameter toe_brakes_scale to 1. Now
I can give full thrust to the airplane on ground and the airplane barely moves. To adjust fuel
consumption I use DevMod tool Aircraft editor, Debug, Engines. I set thrust to 75% or 80% LVR
and adjust parameter fuel_flow_scalar as needed.
At last I take care of elevator trim. I like that I get cruise speed level flight without elevator trim. I
adjust the parameters htail_incidence and elevator_trim_neutral for this.
Here are all changed parameters. Reference are the parameter files of MSFS 2020 version
1.13.16.0. The values behind the first ; are the Asobo values.
cruise_speed = 266 ; 330 ; Knots True (KTAS)
flaps-position.0 = 0, -1, 0 ; 0, -1, 0.25 ;
flaps-position.1 = 10, 178, 1 ; 10, 178, 0.25 ;
htail_incidence = 0 ; 1 ; Horizontal tail incidence (DEGREES)
elevator_trim_neutral = 0 ; 2 ; Elevator trim max angle (absolute value)
(DEGREES), for
induced_drag_scalar = 1.5 ; 1
flap_induced_drag_scalar = 1.5 ; 1
drag_coef_zero_lift = 0.0384 ; 0.02550
drag_coef_flaps = 0.14 ; 0.18440
drag_coef_gear = 0.035 ; 0.01000
fuel_flow_scalar = 0.95 ; 1 ; Fuel flow scalar
thrust_scalar = 2.47 ; 1.25 ; Propeller thrust scalar
toe_brakes_scale = 1 ; 0.66 ; Brake scalar

Summary: The Asobo TBM930 has a measured (L/D)max of 17.4 and is nearly impossible to land.
The presented TBM930 flares nicely. Only 13 lines of configuration parameter changes make the
difference. Asobo, you have now an easy to follow cookbook recipe for realistic flight model. Can
you please apply this recipe to all MSFS 2020 airplanes?

Propeller drag – Asobo Q&A
Propeller drap was a topic at Developer Q&A 10th March 2021, starting at 19:00. See
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/944290129
Seb Wloch told that propeller drag is simulated. Propeller drag is produced when the propeller is
windmilling. Proof: C172, thrust to idle. Dive. Engine RPM goes up. The amount of drag that is
produced depends on the internal engine friction. The whole mechanics between the propeller
and the pistons, this is all simulated, but it needs tweaking. The Robin DR400 it’s about the right
drag. On the C152 it was a bit weak, I checked that yesterday [2021-03-09]. We iterating. We will
update that by tweaking the internal friction of the engine. If this is something needed by the people
for other planes, we can add a scalar. There is no propeller drag scalar, it is easy to add, without
redoing the full engine. Re-tweak the whole engine. This is what we have done on three planes so
far and test some more that were correct. Add a scalar that makes it easier.
I found this parameter:
power_absorbed_cf = 0 ; Coefficient of friction for power absorbed by propeller

Asobo values in MSFS 2020 version 1.14.5.0:
TBM930 = 1.3, King Air 350 = 1.3, 208B = 1.3, Bonanza G36 = 1.3, DA62 = 1.3, Extra 330 = 1.3,
Pitts S2S = 1.3, VL3 = 1.3, Xcub = 1.3
C152 = 0, C172 = 0, CAP10 = 0, DA40 = 0, DR400 = 0, FlightDesignCT = 0, Icon = 0, SavageCub
=0
BusPeeGee wrote in 20th Sep 2020 in the forum https://forums.flightsimulator.com/t/flight-modelmod-for-the-da40ng/263331/19
„After having tried several modifications on the engines.cfg, it turns out that several parameters
are not having any impact on the engine performance. Especially prop_efficiency_table and
prop_power_cf. After checking with the debug engine pages of the aircraft editor in dev mode,
changing these tables that are crucial in the tuning process have no impact on the live values of
these very same coefficents displayed (and no impact on performance. You can even delete these
tables, it loads anyway.
It seems Asobo uses internal generic tables, probably thoese beautifuls curves display in green
and red in the debug window (but with no figures). Maybe these entries are reserved for legacy
mode, but then it’s very sad because, developpers have very limited options to fine tune an aircraft
in the modern flight model.
It’s the same problem with lift_coef_aoa_table that lists CL vs AOA. As sdk mentions, it uses a
“subset” of this table. In fact it uses probably CL max and CL0 to scale a generic lift curve profile
mathematically. You can still adjust height of this pre profiled lift curve with another parameter but
that’s all.
As a consequence, post stall lift is not modifiable. In the case of the DA40 model, the post stall dip
is too strong, leading to a mush and a spin. In reality it’s just parachuting and remain controllable
and stable. It’s a pity that in Legacy mode we can adjust this and in modern we are so limited. I
mean if we could have more freedom to adjust the models we could show the modern flight model
in all its glory.
Frankly after having spent hours fine tuning the model, I am convinced it gives a huge benefit in
terms of realism and handling once properly tuned. It’s very convincing. I hope Asobo will consider
this opinion and open up a litlle more modeling capabilities.“

Flight model definition
file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/01-Getting_Started/Tutorials/02-Flight_model_definition/
index.html
• Step 1: Gather Data
• Step 2: Settings Dimensions
• The Wings
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• Step 3: Positioning wheels and contacts points
• Wheels
• Other contact points
• Step 4: Settings the aircraft weight and weight distribution
• Aircraft weight and CG
• Fuel
• Pilots and other load stations
• Engines
• Define moments of inertia
• Step 5: Base aerodynamic parameters
• Drag:
• Lift
• Step 6: Control surfaces
• Ailerons and general stability
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• Step 7: Flaps and spoilers
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• Flaps
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• Step 9: Advanced engine effects
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Settings Dimensions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/microsoft-esp/cc526949(v=msdn.10)

Wings and Aileron
When looking at the side of an aircraft from the wing tip, this is the angle the
wing_incidence mean wing chord makes with a horizontal line parallel to the ground, (degrees).
Note: this parameter is used in the real-time aerodynamic calculations
When looking at the side of an aircraft from the horizontal tail tip, this is the
htail_incidence angle the mean horizontal tail chord makes with a horizontal line parallel to the
ground (degrees).
Note: MSFS 2020 simulates only one wing, that is internally biplanes and triplanes are
monoplanes.

Htail and Elevator
htail_area
elevator_area

Area of the top surface of the entire horizontal tail (tip-to-tip) (ft2).
Area of the top surface of the entire elevator (tip-to-tip) (ft2).

Note: The elevator is part of the htail.

Vtail and Rudder
Note: The rudder is part of the vtail.

The vtail_pos_vert is between the blue box at the top of the vtail and the blue box at the bottom of
the vtail. The blue box is a [CONTACT_POINTS] point.X class 2.

Fuselage
Note: Fuselage values are important for Aircraft Editor, Debug, Sim Dimensions and Sim Forces.

Drag and Lift
file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/01-Getting_Started/Tutorials/02-Flight_model_definition/
index.html
Drag:
[drag_coef_zero_lift] If gears can be retracted this will be the cruise zero lift drag of the
aircraft. If gears cannot be retracted, this will be the cruise zero lift drag minus the gear drag. This
value is usually of around
0.02 to 0.025 for an aircraft with a glide ratio above 15,
0.03 to 0.04 for aircraft with glide ratios of about 10 and
up to 0.1 for some slow bush planes with very low glide ratios.
[Note: glide ratio or maximum lift-drag ratio (L/D)max depends on drag_coef_zero_lift and
on the airplane surfaces (3D model)]
So we need to define Cl0, which is the lift coefficient that is generated when the plane produces
minimum drag. lift_coef_at_drag_zero = 0.1 If you know this value exactly, use it. If not, this value
is usually of around 0.1 in clean configuration.
oswald_efficiency_factor = 0.77 ; Wing Oswald efficiency factor e (non-dimensional)
The induced drag scalar [induced_drag_scalar, flap_induced_drag_scalar] is usually a little above
1. A value between 1.2 and 1.5 is usually fine. If this value is above 1.5, the plane will generate a
lot of drag a slow speed. If the value is closer to 1, it will glide very easily at slow speeds.

The DevMode Tools, Aircraft Editor, Debug, Sim Polar VhVs displays (L/D)max as a red line. In the
above chart the line contains the x-axis coordinates 128kts and y-axis 1500fpm. 1500fpm are
14.8kts. The (L/D)max is 128kts / 14.8kts = 8.6.
In MSFS 2020 elevator input or elevator trim input impacts (L/D)max. Therefore I use parameters
wing_incidence and htail_incidence to need no elevator input for design cruise speed Vc.

Lift
Similarly to drag, lift is calculated based on the geometry and shape of the aircraft. But because
the surfaces and shape of the aircraft are never perfect, we, again, use our wind tunnel
normalization process to adjust the aerodynamic parameters of the surfaces so that they produce
the right lift.
To define the lift curve, we use a sub section of the legacy lift table. The only parameters that are
key now in this table, are the lift coefficient at an angle of attack of zero [lift_coef_aoa_table],
and the maximum clean lift coefficient at the stall angle of attack [drag_coef_zero_lift].
lift_coef_aoa_table = -3.15:0, -0.8:-1.029, -0.4:-0.789, -0.2:-0.572, -0.1:0.375, 0:0.257, 0.2:1.408, 0.23:1.474, 0.26:1.5416, 0.29:1.528, 0.31:1.466,
0.4:0.842, 0.8:1.046, 3.15:0

These are the only ones that are used for the wind tunnel normalization of the new aerodynamics
model. The other values are necessary only for compatibility with the legacy simulation and can be
ignored at this stage. So a simplified table at this stage could look like this:
lift_coef_aoa_table = -3.15:0, -0.8:-1.029, 0:0.257, 0.26:1.5416, 3.15:0

To help understand the lift and drag curves of the aircraft, you can enable the following debug
option:
active DebugAircraftSim [Aircraft Editor, Debug, Sim]
This will display the curves:

IMPORTANT NOTE: The new surface-based simulation in _GAMENAME__ functions in full 3D
and simulates the airflow whatever its direction. We do only normalize the aircraft performance to
the airflow moving on the longitudinal axis, with angle of attack between zero and 15°. For airflows
that would move 100% laterally or vertically, we use standard aerodynamics surface definitions that
cannot be changed at this stage. These situations however are either impossible or extremely rare
in normal flight and do only have some importance for aerobatics.

Enter the gear drag ratio:
[drag_coef_gear] If you know this value exactly, use it. If not, gear drag is usually between
0.005 and 0.01.

Spoilers
If the aircraft does not have spoilers, leave these parameters at zero. If the aircraft has spoilers you
can define the lift and drag coefficients that will be added when the spoilers are fully deployed.
lift_coef_spoilers = 0 ; Change in lift due to spoilers
drag_coef_spoilers = 0 ; Change to drag due to spoilers

Based on the coefficients you enter here, there will be first an equation solving that will compute
the required deflection of the surfaces in the underlying surface based aerodynamics
model. Then, the plane will the resulting spoiler deflection will be run 100 times through the virtual
wind tunnel and the exact deflection will be readjusted to achieve the exact lift coefficient change
desired.

Flaps
If the aircraft does not have flaps, leave these parameters at zero. If the aircraft has flaps you can
define the lift and drag coefficients that will be added when the flaps are fully deployed.
lift_coef_flaps = 0.3379 ; Change in lift due to flaps
drag_coef_flaps = 0.047

At this stage, the lift and drag bonuses of flaps can only be defined globally. In the legacy
simulation, they were simply entirely added to the resulting lift and drag of the simulation. In the
new simulation, as they are used for the surface deflection and wind tunnel normalization, the
simple addition of the lift coefficient cannot be achieved as it is not physically correct at all angles
of attack. Our surface deflection and windtunnel normalization guarantee that the total lift and
drag added will correspond to the indicated values at the stall angle of attack. At an angle of
attack of zero, the resulting increase of lift and drag is usually about half as much and at
negative angles of attack, the effect tends to wash out completely. This is a large change
compared to the legacy simulation which would have very large and incorrect lift coefficient at
negative angles of attack.
Now lets define the geometrical data of the flaps. In the [FLAPS.0] sections you can define as
many flaps systems as needed. Most planes will require only one flap system. Parameters that
impact the flight model will be required to be set. The amount of wing that is covered with flaps
needs to be set. Usually flaps are positioned close to the fuselage, so we do only need to define
the ratio of wing span corresponding to how much the flaps will reach out on the wing.
span-outboard = 0.45 ; Outboard span area (added area) (percentage, non
dimensional)

Now because lift and drag parameters of the flaps are multiplied by the deflection angle in radians,
we need a scalar that multiplied the effect of the flaps lift and drag in order to achieve the above
wanted values. These need to be defined and are usually between 1.2 and 1.5:
lift_scalar = 1.3 ; Scalar coefficient to ponderate global flap lift coef (non
dimensioned)
drag_scalar = 1.3 ; Scalar coefficient to ponderate global flap drag coef (non
dimensioned)

Advanced effects such as the resulting pitch effect of flaps deployment are automatically simulated
based on the actual aerodynamics surface deflection and cannot be controlled at this stage.
Now that flaps and spoilers are defined, it is time to test an approach [DevMod Tools, Aircraft
Editor, Debug, Sim Forces]. You should see the increased lift forces being applied to the wing
match the part of the wing where the flaps are located:

file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/03-Content_Configuration/SimObjects/00-Aircraft/
Aircraft_Configuration/Flight_Model.html
flaps-position.i

One flap stage description: deflection angle,
(DEGREES), airspeed limit (KNOTS)

1D table, 2
floats

Degrees ,
Knots

The SDK documentation is incomplete. The DevMod Tools Aircraft Editor tab Flaps shows the
complete flaps-position.i parameters.

flaps-position.i
parameter
Pos (deg)

Comment

Max Speed (Kts)

-1 to ignore speed

Drag Coeff

Total drag is Drag Coeff * flaps angle

Lift Coeff
Area Coeff
Added Camber

This is mentioned in the „Flight dynamics bug“

Aft CoL Displacement

My cookbook recipe is: Set the „Drag Coeff“ parameter for flaps position 0 to 0 and set the „Drag
Coeff“ parameter for the other flaps positions to 1. The flaps drag depends on „Drag Coeff“ and on
the flaps angle.

Engine
thrust_scalar
Altitude, true airspeed TAS, temperature and weight work together. See the following chart from
TBM 930 POH figure 5.11.9 for economy setting „normal cruise“:

We see that TAS increases with altitude, but weight and temperature counteract. The best
performance we get at low temperature -20°C below international standard atmosphere ISA
(+15°C, 1013.25 hPa) and low weight. The worst performance we get at high temperature and high
weight.
Altitude, true airspeed TAS, indicated airspeed IAS and again temperature and weight work
together. In the following table from TBM 930 POH figure 5.11.13 temperature is ISA and economy
setting is „normal cruise“:

We see that TAS normally increases with altitude but IAS decreases with altitude. By the way, the
flight time depends on the ground speed GS. Because of earth rotation (always the same) there is
a wind that increases the ground speed from New York to Paris, but decreases the ground speed
from Paris to New York. Now you know why flight times are different even if the distance is the
same.
The maximum speed at the same temperature ISA and the same weight 7100 lbs varies from 190
KIAS at 31000 ft to 320 KTAS at 27000 ft. The Vmo speed of 266 KIAS is nowhere to be found.
In the file engines.cfg are many parameters. Not only simple parameter, but n-D tables, too. The
documentation is bad. The MSFS 2020 documentation is full of blanks. The FSX simulator AIR file
documentation can be used, but you still don’t know which of the many legacy parameters are
used in the modern flight model. I use the Aircraft Editor and assume: Every parameter in the
Aircraft Editor is a parameter that the modern flight model uses.
It is possible that the Aircraft Editor does not show all parameters that have impact. For example
parameter aileron_to_rudder_scale has impact but is not shown. But until Asobo provides
better documentation, I use my assumption.
MSFS 2020 has hard coded correction for IAS to altitude and TAS to altitude. All we can do is
select IAS or TAS, one airspeed and one altitude for the operation point. For TBM930 I select 320
KTAS at 27000 ft. I use the parameter thrust_scalar to adjust the flight model to the operation
point. The parameters cruise_speed and ui_certified_ceiling set the MSFS 2020
aircraft selector performance values maximum speed and maximum altitude. For the TBM930 I
choose 316 KTAS and 31000 ft from the POH.

The Aircraft Editor Turboprop parameter are 6 scalars, 1 flag and two 2D table or y = f(x) relations.
The Aircraft Editor Turboprop parameters are mostly in [TURBOPROP_ENGINE].
power_scalar = 1 ; Scalar on Turboprop power
maximum_torque = 2397.051 ; Maximum torque available (ft-lbs)
rated_shaft_hp = 867
PowerSpecificFuelConsumption = 0.66 ; SFC
tp_idle_range = 8.00 ; increase of n1 idle at high mixture (Percent)
free_turbine = 1
engine_friction_table = -10:-0.2, 0:0, 10:0.01, 70:0.5, 105:0.5 ; Rpm ->
Friction torque
n1_to_shaft_torque_table = 0:0, 68:0.15, 92:1, 100:1.2, 110:1.3 ; Corrected N1 > Shaft Torque

But one value is in [TURBINEENGINEDATA]
low_idle_n1 = 56.00 ; Idle N1 with minimal mixture

Turbines
The turboprop has a turbine at its heart. Other parameters from [TURBINEENGINEDATA] are
shown in Aircraft editor, too. First the three 2D tables:

Now the scalars:

fuel_flow_scalar
The next thing we see is more altitude, less fuel consumption. As far as I know for fuel
consumption we only have the scalar fuel_flow_scalar. We can choose an average fuel
consumption like (87.9 USG/h + 55.0 USG/h) / 2 = 71.5 USG/h.

Aircraft Configuration File
file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/03-Content_Configuration/SimObjects/00-Aircraft/
Aircraft_Configuration/Flight_Model.html

Cockpit Configuration File
file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/03-Content_Configuration/SimObjects/00-Aircraft/
Aircraft_Configuration/Cockpit.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/microsoft-esp/cc526949(v=msdn.10)

Engines Configuration File
file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/03-Content_Configuration/SimObjects/00-Aircraft/
Aircraft_Configuration/Engines.html

Flight Model Configuration File
file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/03-Content_Configuration/SimObjects/00-Aircraft/
Aircraft_Configuration/Flight_Model.html

Systems Configuration File
file:///C:/MSFS%20SDK/Documentation/03-Content_Configuration/SimObjects/00-Aircraft/
Aircraft_Configuration/Systems_Configuration_File.html

Reference Speeds
The following table shows the Vspeeds from TBM930 turboprop POH figure 2.2.1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V_speeds

Arrival:
approach_speed
VFE Maximum flap extended speed.
max_flaps_extended

VLE

Maximum landing gear extended speed. This is the maximum speed at which a retractable
gear aircraft should be flown with the landing gear extended.

VLO

Maximum landing gear operating speed. This is the maximum speed at which the landing
gear on a retractable gear aircraft should be extended or retracted.

max_gear_extended

VS Stall speed or minimum steady flight speed for which the aircraft is still controllable.

flaps_up_stall_speed

Stall speed of the aircraft in a clean (flaps up) configuration at standard
sea level conditions, (Knots True Airspeed, KTAS).

VS0 Stall speed or minimum flight speed in landing configuration
full_flaps_stall_speed

Stall speed of the aircraft in a dirty (flaps full down) configuration at
standard sea level conditions, (Knots True Airspeed, KTAS).

Departure:
VR

Rotation speed. The speed at which the pilot begins to apply control inputs to cause the
aircraft nose to pitch up, after which it will leave the ground.

rotation_speed_min

VFTO Final takeoff speed.
takeoff_speed
VX Speed that will allow for best angle of climb.
best_angle_climb_speed

VY Speed that will allow for the best rate of climb.
climb_speed
best_glide

Design maneuvering speed. This is the speed above which it is unwise to make full
VA application of any single flight control (or "pull to the stops") as it may generate a force greater
than the aircraft's structural limitations.

VC Design cruise speed, used to show compliance with gust intensity loading.
cruise_speed

Typical cruise speed of the aircraft in a clean (flaps up) configuration at a
typical cruise altitude, (Knots True Airspeed, KTAS).

cruise_mach
VNO Maximum structural cruising speed or maximum speed for normal operations.

normal_operating_speed
VMO Maximum operating limit speed. Exceeding VMO may trigger an overspeed alarm.
VNE Never exceed speed.

max_indicated_speed

Maximum design indicated airspeed. Also referred to as Never Exceed
Speed or Red Line of the aircraft, (Knots Indicated Airspeed).

max_mach Maximum design mach of the aircraft. This generally only applies to turbine airplanes.
airspeed_indicator_max

Misc
aileron_to_rudder_scale Link the rudder to aileron input.
If aileron_to_rudder_scale is active, rudder is disabled.

stall_coef_at_min_weight = 0.72 ???

rudder_limit = 0 ; Rudder max deflection angle (absolute value) (DEGREES)
crashes MSFS 2020 version 1.14.5.0.
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